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4.
Milo strolled onto the dock, his right cheek bandaged and 

painkillers numbing his whole head. Still no boats. Around 
two in the afternoon, Bill Brown called him and Geo into the 
cooker room. “Things are slow.” The supervisor pinched a 
wet Camel from his lips and flicked it into the river. “Why 
don’t you call it a day—‘less you wanna tail-off for a while?”

Milo wasn’t tailing-off again. He took the opening on the 
docks to get off the tuna line. He much preferred hosing fish 
bins, dumping brine, unloading boats and boxcars to the 
soul-crushing monotony of the line. He didn’t know how 
anyone could work the line for ten or twenty years. 

A tailer stood at the end of the tuna line and guided 
still-hot cans into iron racks, row by uniform row. When 
each rack was full, it was the tailer’s job to slide the rack on 
to a stack on a wooden pallet. When the stack was waist-
high and any more would force the tailer to lift the racks, 
the jitney came by and took the pallet to the warehouse, and 
the tailer would start another pallet of racks. Standing all 
day under the big clock as hour ticked through hour and 
passed from day to day, row after row, rack upon rack, pallet 
to pallet, you live for mechanical breakdowns. Milo never 
knew time could pass so slowly. The crawl of the second 
hand over the clock face marked the relativity of time. The 
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more he tried to slow it down the faster it went; the more 
he tried to hurry it up and more it slowed down. He was 
caught in this eternal tide of daydreaming, creating whole 
worlds in his head in minutes, worlds that popped suddenly 
at the sound of the lunch whistle. 

Milo tossed his slicker over his shoulder. “Call us if a boat 
comes in.” 

* * *
Milo and Geo slogged down the wooden alleyway in 

oversized rubber boots. Several butchers in white wrap-
around smocks, hair pushed up under white headscarves, 
huddled around a co-worker who’d just severed her thumb. 
Butchers, on hands and knees, groped into gutters between 
wet floorboards under stainless steel tables and came up with 
nothing. Her thumb was missing. The woman sat calmly on 
a stack of empty pallets, smiling at no one in particular. No 
blood gushed from the wound. Not a spot soiled her white 
smock. Her co-workers started opening cans. 

A yellow and black Bumblebee Hyster stood at a stall in 
the alleyway near the labeling line. Balanced on the jitney’s 
forks was a pallet of white albacore in 12-ounce tins.Wilfred 
Limon pushed the ignition button again and again, cursing 
when it didn’t start up. 

Limon saw Milo and Geo coming down the alleyway and 
threw up his arms.

“Where’s Brown?” 
Milo barely heard the driver over the chunk-chunk-chunk 

of the labeling machine.
“Accident on the butcher line. They lost a thumb,” Milo 

answered, raising his voice over the machine. “No boats. 
We’re outta here.”

“Shit, man,” Limon whined. “Yesterday the dock she 
gave out on the west side. Bad rot there. Gettin’ damned 
dangerous to work here, no? Sweet Jesus.”

Limon thumped the hard seat of the Hyster with the ball 
of his hand while grinding the ignition, neck veins bulging. 
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The engine wouldn’t turn over. “C’mon, you sick bum-
blebee. Start! What a piece of shit!” 

Limon cuffed his ears in frustration, dislodging his 
left eyeball. The eyeball popped out and dropped onto 
the wooden driveway. His other eye watched as it rolled 
through a crevice in the planking. Limon stuck a finger into 
the empty socket and stirred. “Damned doctors.” He pulled 
a clear marble from his coveralls and plugged it into the eye-
hole as a replacement, and kept on cranking that ignition 
until the Hyster started up. He made a thankful gesture to 
heaven, double-clutched the jitney and made it lurch down 
the alleyway. 

Milo stepped back as Limon jerked by. 
“Didn’t know Limon had a glass eye,” Geo noted.
Milo shrugged. 
Limon went skidding around the corner on wet planking, 

lost control and drove forks clean through the wooden 
wall. The abrupt stop popped Limon’s right eyeball out. 
His hands fluttered, fingers probing the cracked vinyl seat. 
“Damn doctors!”

Geo scratched his shoulder absently. “That proves it.” 
“Proves what?”
“A blind man can drive a jitney.”
Limon stumbled from the forklift, feeling around on 

the floor. “Yeah?” Milo said. “Then how come he gets paid 
more?”

“Experience.”
Geo stopped, mid-thought, reaching under his collar as 

if being bitten by ants. He tried to scratch this unreachable 
itch on his back, below the shoulder blade. His antics made 
Milo laugh. 

“This rash is driving me crazy,” Geo glared.
Shot like a bullet from the labeling machine, a tin can 

struck Milo in the neck, just under the already wounded 
right cheek. He cried out, spun around and dropped to one 
knee—a move he hadn’t done so impressively since he died 
at the age of twelve, playing war.
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Geo shouted at the Filipinos on the labeling machine. 
“Hey, watch where you’re shooting, you guys!” The seasonal 
workers couldn’t hear over the chunk, chunk, chunk. So they 
just smiled and waved when they saw Geo’s mouth moving 
like a fish gulping the air. The shortest of the three had this 
sparse mustache and stood by the machine yanking a lever, 
shaking his fist when the machine fired off another round. 

Geo helped Milo to his feet and handed him the evidence. 
Milo inspected the round. He marched over to the machine 
and shoved it into the Filipino’s face. “Solid White. It’s dated 
1968.” The Filipino gave a thumb’s up. “Reject!” 

Geo was too busy spanking his itch, unable to reach it. 
“Fucking itches, man.” 

Solid White was the only decent tuna in a can. Milo 
slipped it into his pocket. Strict policy on rejects let workers 
take home tuna, but never smoked sturgeon. The company 
kept count of them. Milo hated tuna in a can, but Solid 
White was edible. Once you’ve seen steaming flanks of 
fresh tuna crushed into a tin, you lose your appetite for 
anything in a can.

The labeling machine stopped. The Filipino’s hand got 
entangled in it. A co-worker shut the machine down and 
yanked his arm free. The operator’s forearm was plastered 
with the label: SOLID WHITE. 

This brought tears to Geo’s eyes. He laughed so hard, he 
forgot about the itch. Geo didn’t like Filipinos and resented 
the way Bumble Bee brought them on to strip the chum and 
black sturgeon of eggs for caviar, and now they were taking 
over the labeling machine. They’ll be running the company 
soon and he’ll be out of a job. Corporate was plugging in for-
eigners wherever they needed to save money. Geo worked 
with one in the cold room and the poor unfortunate man 
dropped a block of ice on Geo’s foot. He ended up with a 
broken toe. 

* * *
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They slogged in silence to the locker room, Milo clutching 
his bruised neck, bandaged cheek shrunken over the bone, 
and Geo, raking nails over flaking skin trying to reach the 
unreachable itch.

The drowned man appeared again: a blanched and puffy, 
waxy sheen still dripping wet. A bump on its newly-formed 
and featureless face poked out like a ball-bearing under a 
rubber glove. A nose was forming. The thin film over the 
man’s eyes split and blinked open. They locked onto Milo 
with keen interest. A naked man by the retorts was staring 
back at him. Behind the man was something heavy like an 
anchor and chain. He couldn’t see it well enough as the tor-
pedo-shaped retort cooker blocked his line of sight. Milo 
stepped back for a better view. 

The man was dragging a sledgehammer. Not that strange 
in a cannery. Milo once used a sledgehammer to band barrels 
of salted salmon. When the man lifted the sledgehammer 
and swung it round and round over his head like Thor, Milo 
had second thoughts. When the man released the hammer 
and it crashed head-first through green-painted steel ma-
chinery with enough force to shatter eardrums, Milo didn’t 
hear anything. 

The man vanished. Not a single dent marred the machinery. 
“See anybody ‘round the retorts?” Milo asked.
“Yeah,” Geo responded, “Happy Harrison.” 
Milo regarded the man pulling racks of pressurized cans 

out of the retort cookers on a narrow track. He shook his 
head. “No,” he said, “the naked guy.”

“You’re looking for naked guys?” Geo raised an eyebrow. 
Milo couldn’t explain. The drowned man’s face was still 

featureless. What if he wasn’t a man at all? He still hadn’t 
developed any genitals or breasts. What if this resurrected 
creature was the product of Milo’s own mind? He instinc-
tively knew the unformed creature was a man that might 
be possessed by some demon. It was only a matter of time 
before evidence began to take shape. A few hours ago the 
naked man was a corpse rising after being underwater 
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possibly for years, bloodless limbs gnawed-away, strips of 
rotten clothing on grubby white, bloated skin. Now look: 
he’s throwing hammers.

Geo waved at Harrison. “Ain’t nobody stranger than 
Harrison, Sunny, and if he’s naked it’s a probation violation.” 
Harrison waved back. He was a good-natured guy but he 
was slow in processing anything that wasn’t strict routine. 
It was a break in routine when he was court-ordered to steer 
clear of children. He showed up for work every day and per-
formed his routines cheerfully, without complaint or inci-
dent. A model of the company man. 

“Poor bastard,” Geo said, shaking his head. “He’s happy 
working here. Ain’t that depressing?”

“No, what’s depressing,” Milo noted with deadpan, “is 
that he gets paid more than we do.”

Geo nodded in agreement. “Experience. You need more 
experience.” He pulled a hand from inside his coveralls 
where he was scratching. He sniffed his fingernails and 
wrinkled his nose. “I think my skin is flaking off.”

“Yeah. Well, you live in Astoria.”
Geo shrugged, wiping fingernails on his coveralls.
Milo gazed back at the retorts. Maybe it had been Happy 

Harrison all along. Maybe he was the shadow man, moving 
through the steam like a ghost in the fog. 


